
Rocky Mountain Division 

Meeting held April 14, 2020 8:00PM EDT 

 

Attending: Tom Tracey, Assistant Commissioner; University of Colorado, Clayton Wenthur; University 

of Wyoming, Jason Wahab; Utah State University, Riley Thomas Herzog (3 of 9 schools) 

 

Following roll call, and an additional fifteen minutes, the conference call needed to be rescheduled as 

there was less than fifty percent (50%) participation and no decisions can be made by league policy 

without a quorum. All leadership currently listed on their team profile will be emailed again and asked to 

RSVP through the form created online and previously emailed. The above listed leaders who called in for 

the originally scheduled call are asked to respond to the email confirming if they will again be their team 

representative or should complete the RSVP Form if someone different will call in.  

 

The call will be rescheduled for 8PM EDT (6PM MDT) on Wednesday, April 22, 2020.    

 

The call concluded with those team leaders who were present being thanked for taking the time and 

apologized that we were unable to accomplish any division business. 

  

 

Rocky Mountain Division 

Meeting held April 22, 2020 7:00PM EDT 

 

Attending: Tom Tracey, Assistant Commissioner; University of Colorado, Clayton Wenthur; University 

of Wyoming, Emma Peterson; Utah State University, Riley Thomas Herzog; University of Denver, 

Parker Fisher (4 of 9 schools) 

 

Following roll call, we again knew we did not have enough teams participating for a quorum. The 

Assistant Commissioner expressed his concern as all current leadership listed on the website have been 

sent the information for both calls and have been asked to fill out the RSVP form. Additionally, the 

leadership of any team who didn’t RSVP has also been sent texts and called by our Membership Services.  

 

To at least create some productivity on the call, teams were asked if any school planned to enter a “B’ 

team as well as who would like to host. Colorado-Boulder stated they planned to enter a second squad as 

well as host one weekend and provided dates. The Assistant Commissioner reminded teams of the format 

from the previous year (three regular season tournaments and a championship). Teams attend two of the 

three regular season weekends and everyone attends the championship. At the present time, we are only 

aware of one team willing to host and were unsure of Utah’s and Colorado Mesa’s intent to participate 

and host as we have not received a response.  

 

Utah State stated they would check to see if they could host but wee concerned if their facility would be 

considered regulation as it is narrow. Teams on the call all agreed they would prefer playing in a narrow 

pool in order not to lose at least three weekends of competition. Additionally, Wyoming expressed their 

reason for not being interested in hosting was more financial, but they would discuss it as team leadership 

to determine if they would reconsider.  

 

While nothing can officially be decided, the Assistant Commissioner was concerned as Colorado-Boulder 

was given three potential host date from VMAC and we did not want to see them lose the opportunity to 

reserve the pool. Therefore, the following dates were discussed for one of the regional events as well as 

the championship:  

 

Regional #1  Sept. 19-20 or Sept. 26-27 



Regional #2  Oct. 10-11 

Regional #3  TBD 

Championship  Oct. 24-25 (Backup Oct. 31-1) 

 

Colorado-Boulder will confirm which date will work better to host between Oct. 10-11 and Oct. 24-25. 

As Colorado-Boulder has been present for both calls, they will receive preference. Teams on the call 

agreed the above dates would work and unanimously agreed that they preferred Oct. 24-25 as the 

championship date but were willing to play Oct. 31-1 if that was the only date available for a pool. Teams 

also agreed they did not want to start earlier than Sept. 19-20 but Sept. 26-27 also would work.  

 

The Assistant Commissioner explained dates, as well as the number of tournaments, will be determined 

by whether those schools not in attendance planned to participate and host. The league office will again 

try to reach the teams who have not participated on either scheduled call to see their interest in 

participating and hosting. In order not to waste any more time of the teams who have participated on the 

calls, the Assistant Commissioner suggested the office would try to confirm as much of the above 

information as possible and send it out to all the teams to review before scheduling another call. The 

teams present agreed and stated the current time of the call still works best when rescheduled.  

 

The call concluded with the teams who participated being thanked for again attending as well as 

apologizing that we have not been able to get a quorum for the division to even create a tentative 

schedule.    

 

  

 

   


